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14,676 offspring of 14,541 pregnant women in the ALSPAC core sample

13,796 babies and their parents considered for analysis

880 offspring were excluded: miscarriages, deaths before the children were 1 year old, second born in twin pregnancies, children of triplets or quadruplet, and children for whom sex was unknown

Exposure: maternal suicide attempt
5,003 mother-child pairs are excluded as mothers completed the question on suicide attempt in less than 7 of 10 assessments

Exposure: paternal suicide attempt
9,660 fathers-child pairs are excluded as fathers completed the question on suicide attempt in less than 7 of 10 assessments

Exposure: maternal suicide attempt
8,793 mother-child pairs are retained as mothers completed the question on suicide attempt in 7-10 assessments

Exposure: paternal suicide attempt
4,136 father-child pairs are retained as fathers completed the question on suicide attempt in 7-10 assessments

Outcome: educational attainment at age 11-16 years
*6,667 mother-child pairs are included in the analytic sample as offspring had information on educational outcomes at age 11-16 years

*3,054 father-child pairs are included in the analytic sample as offspring had information on educational outcomes at age 11-16 years

Exposure: maternal suicide attempt
2,126 mother-child pairs are excluded as offspring did not have information on educational outcomes at age 11-16 years

Exposure: paternal suicide attempt
1,082 fathers-child pairs are excluded as offspring did not have information on educational outcomes at age 11-16 years